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Abstract

In 2012 we presented the first systematic study of the costs of cybercrime. In this paper, we report what has changed in the seven years since. The period has seen major platform evolution, with the mobile phone replacing the PC and laptop as the consumer terminal of choice, with Android replacing Windows, and with many services moving to the cloud. The use of social networks has become extremely widespread. The executive summary is that about half of all property crime, by volume and by value, is now online. We hypothesised in 2012 that this might be so; it is now established by multiple victimisation studies. Many cybercrime patterns appear to be fairly stable, but there are some interesting changes. Payment fraud, for example, has more than doubled in value but has fallen slightly as a proportion of payment value; the payment system has simply become bigger, and slightly more efficient. Several new cybercrimes are significant enough to mention, including business email compromise and crimes involving cryptocurrencies. The move to the cloud means that system misconfiguration may now be responsible for as many breaches as phishing. Some companies have suffered large losses as a side-effect of denial-of-service worms released by state actors, such as NotPetya; we have to take a view on whether they count as cybercrime. The infrastructure supporting cybercrime, such as botnets, continues to evolve, and specific crimes such as premium-rate phone scams have evolved some interesting variants. The overall picture is the same as in 2012: traditional offences that are now technically ‘computer crimes’ such as tax and welfare fraud cost the typical citizen in the low hundreds of Euros/dollars a year; payment frauds and similar offences, where the modus operandi has been completely changed by computers, cost in the tens; while the new computer crimes cost in the tens of cents. Defending against the platforms used to support the latter two types of crime cost citizens in the tens of dollars. Our conclusions remain broadly the same as in 2012: it would be economically rational to spend less in anticipation of cybercrime (on antivirus, firewalls, etc.) and more on response. We are particularly bad at prosecuting criminals who operate infrastructure that other wrongdoers exploit. Given the growing realisation among policymakers that crime hasn’t been falling over the past decade, merely moving online, we might reasonably hope for better funded and coordinated law-enforcement action.
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1 Introduction

As everything has gone online – including crime – governments struggle to keep up, and want to know how much should be spent on cybersecurity. Policymakers want accurate statistics of online/electronic crime and abuse. However, many of the existing surveys are carried out by organisations (such as security vendors or police agencies) with a particular view of the world and often a specific agenda. We therefore wrote a survey paper on ‘Measuring the Cost of Cybercrime’ which set out what was known, and what was not, at the beginning of 2012 [4]. It built on a report written by four of us in 2008 for the European Network and Information Security Agency, ‘Security Economics and the Single Market’ [5]. Both reports analysed the statistics available at the time, their shortcomings, and the implications for policy.

Seven years on, the world has changed. Most people now have smartphones, which have displaced PCs and laptops as the main way to get online. Electronic banking and commerce have grown in both volume and value. Many people live much of their lives on social networks. New apps, such as ride hailing, and new technologies, such as cryptocurrencies, create new targets, while old targets such as medical records have migrated to cloud services. So larger quantities of personal information are kept online, and are open to a variety of attacks. Ever larger security breaches are reported. The Snowden and other revelations have taught us about what intelligence agencies get up to.

So what has changed in the world of cybercrime? This paper sets out to answer that question.

We begin by describing our framework for analysing the costs of cybercrime in Section 2, differentiating cybercrimes from physical ones and decomposing cost categories; this is the same framework we used in 2012. Next, in Section 3 we work through all relevant types of cybercrime, the cybercriminals’ profit centres, and present such data as we have about how much they earn as well as the identifiable indirect costs. However, many of these activities rely on criminal infrastructure, based on botnets, which impose costs on the owners of subverted machines and also on society more broadly in the form of indirect and defence costs. These costs cannot for the most part be attributed to individual crimes and are discussed separately in Section 4. Section 5 then discusses what we now know from victimisation studies, which provide us with valuable new ground truth about how many crimes their really are, while Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 Our Framework for Analysing the Costs of Cybercrime

It has always been hard to define and measure white-collar crimes. Periodic scandals (McKesson & Robbins in 1938, IOS and Equity Funding in 1973, Enron in 2001, the banking crisis in 2008) have raised questions about which business practices should be outlawed, leading to changes in both legal and accounting definitions, regulations and practices. These shifts are associated with changes in social attitudes and political discourse; for a discussion see [53, 54].

Measurement is not straightforward, as cybercrimes frequently cross jurisdictions, and the available statistics are fragmentary. As in our 2012 paper, we will proceed on a best-efforts basis. In some cases (as in payment card fraud) we have figures for some jurisdictions only, while on other cases (such as botnet operations and some cryptocurrency-enabled scams) we have only global figures, so we will simply scale the available figures up or down as appropriate. Where there is reason to believe that national figures are out of line with other countries, we will say so and make an appropriate allowance.
As in our 2012 paper, we follow the European Commission’s 2007 Communication “Towards a general policy on the fight against cyber crime” [26], which proposed a threefold definition:

1. traditional forms of crime such as fraud or forgery, though committed over electronic communication networks and information systems;
2. the publication of illegal content over electronic media (e.g., child sexual abuse material or incitement to racial hatred);
3. crimes unique to electronic networks, e.g., attacks against information systems, denial of service and hacking.

To have a yardstick with which to measure changes, we break down fraud figures as follows.

We split direct costs from indirect costs, accounting for the costs of security (which often cannot be allocated to specific crime types) and for the social and opportunity costs of reduced trust in online transactions. Where possible we decompose the costs of crime still further, splitting the criminals’ revenue from the costs they impose on others (which are often very much larger).

Figure 1 shows our framework, and its cost categories are as follows.

- **Criminal revenue** is defined as the gross receipts from crime. It does not include the criminal’s ‘lawful’ business expenses,\(^1\) but we do need to count criminal inputs, so as to get an accurate estimate of the criminal-revenue contribution to GDP. For example, where phishing is advertised by email spam sent by a botnet, we add the criminal revenue of the phisher (the money withdrawn from victim accounts) and the amount he pays the spammer – possibly split with the ‘owner’ of the botnet.

- **Direct loss** is the value of losses, damage, or other suffering felt by the victims as a consequence of a cybercrime. Examples include money withdrawn from victim accounts; time and effort to reset account credentials after compromise (for both banks and consumers); and lost attention and bandwidth caused by spam messages.

\(^1\)The UK Proceeds of Crime Act does not allow an offender’s costs to be deducted from the amount he is deemed to owe the state.
We do not try to measure distress directly; victims are not generally entitled to sue for it and it is hard to measure. Instead we try to estimate the chilling effect that cybercrime – and the fear of cybercrime – have on economic activity. This brings us to:

**Indirect loss** is the value of the losses and opportunity costs imposed on society by the fact that a certain type of cybercrime is carried out. Indirect costs generally cannot be attributed to individual perpetrators or victims. Examples include loss of trust in online banking, leading to reduced revenues from transaction fees and higher costs for maintaining branch staff; sales foregone by online retailers when their fraud engines cause them to decline shopping baskets; reduced uptake by citizens of electronic services whether from companies or governments; cancelled operations due to online medical services being unavailable; and efforts to clean up machines infected with botnet malware.

**Defence costs** measure prevention efforts. They include security products such as spam filters and antivirus; security services provided to individuals, such as awareness raising; security services provided to industry, such as website ‘take-down’ services; fraud detection and recovery efforts; law enforcement; and opportunity costs such as the inconvenience of missing messages falsely classified as spam.

Like indirect losses, defence costs are largely independent of individual perpetrators and victims – and even of individual types of cybercrime.

In our model, the total social cost of cybercrime is the sum of direct losses, indirect losses, and defence costs. All our figures are in nominal terms. We neglect inflation, as a 2012 dollar is worth $1.11 in 2019 dollars, and the 11% difference is way below our error margin; interest rates have also been near-zero for most of this period. Similarly, differences in exchange rates are insignificant. We are not going to obsessively translate all amounts back and forth between pounds, dollars, and Euros; with the accuracy with which we can work here, these currencies might as well be interchangeable.

### 2.1 Discussion of the framework

We showed in 2012 that criminal revenue is significantly lower than direct losses and much lower than total losses. For example, a botnet that earned about $3m a year by promoting Viagra was costing about a hundred times that much, as it was responsible for about a third of the world’s spam in 2011 – and spam cost the industry about $1bn a year [52]. This raised the policy question of who will (or should) pay to stop it. A company may invest in protection to the extent that it reduces its direct costs, while a government might invest in collective defence efforts such as policing to optimise social welfare overall.

Government spent very little fighting cybercrime in 2012, and the situation is largely unchanged. There are both political/behavioural and economic factors in play. The widely different budgets for fighting different crimes can be analysed in terms of psychological salience: ‘signal crimes’ [42] such as terrorism demand political action. But thanks to spam filtering, spam is no longer salient to most citizens in the way that terrorism is.

---

2. This largely excludes crimes of the second category of the EC definition: publication of illegal content over electronic media.

3. The USA spent about $100m at the federal level and the same again at state and local level, while countries like the UK and Germany spent in the low tens of millions – an order of magnitude less. In the private sector, Microsoft and Google spent about $100m each, Facebook maybe $40m and other service firms still less – but the fraud and abuse teams in these firms targeted specific harms and specific parts of the criminal infrastructure.

4. The DoJ has a cybersecurity budget of $721m for 2019 but the lion’s share goes on defensive measures and to the FBI’s intelligence functions rather than on fighting cybercrime. The same holds for the UK’s £300m a year.
Economic models also provide useful insights. Globalisation means that for much online crime, the perpetrators and victims are in different jurisdictions, reducing both the motivation and the opportunity for police action. Outside the EU, mutual legal assistance was not intended for routine police and criminal justice cooperation but for rare and serious cross-border crimes. Industry incentives remain mixed: the real winners from spam may be firms like Google, Microsoft, and Facebook as people are driven to webmail services with their better spam protection or switch to instant messaging services.

We will return to this complexity later. In the next two sections we collect what is known about the actual costs.

3 What We Know

Few of the existing measures of cybercrime try to unbundle the different types of crime and categories of cost described above. In the following two sections, we summarize what is known and how it has changed since 2012.

3.1 Online card fraud

Bad things on the Internet most commonly affect real citizens when a charge they don’t agree with appears on their credit card statement or bank statement, and so payment fraud trends are a bellwether of online property crime overall. The big picture is that payment fraud has about doubled in total value since 2012, but it has fallen slightly as a percentage of turnover. In other words, the world’s electronic payment systems have got much bigger, and slightly more efficient. There is a caveat in that we’ve seen the emergence of new types of financial fraud.

In 2012, we reported UK card fraud of £441m (which were figures from 2010). The 2017 industry figures, reported in 2018, show a total of £731.8m, and claim that a further £1.4bn of attempts were stopped [89]. In more detail, card-not-present fraud about doubled in volume and value, with e-commerce fraud rising while mail order and telephone order fell; e-commerce losses are now 55% of the total. Meanwhile lost/stolen card fraud tripled in volume but only doubled in value; and counterfeiting fell; see Figure 2 overleaf for more detailed breakdown and trends. These are all as one might expect given growing online business, better fraud analytics and the ever wider adoption of chip cards. (There is still an issue with cards being copied by skimmers in the UK and mag-strip clones being used overseas in countries that haven’t fully adopted chip card technology.)

Our measure for the fear of crime was based on Eurostat’s ICT survey, according to which 14% of UK consumers stated in 2010 that they refrained from buying goods or services online because of security concerns; taking into account that many of these sales happened offline instead, we estimated the cost of sales foregone due to lack of customer confidence at $700m. The current Eurostat figures show that Internet access and online shopping are both up since 2012 though the figures are not directly comparable.

As for caution on the part of merchants, we relied on a survey of online merchants carried out by Cybersource, a VISA company that does credit card processing [49]. Merchants reported lost revenues of 1.8% of turnover, mostly to chargebacks, of which 32% were ascribed to fraud; and rejected 4.3% of orders out of fear of fraud. Overall, we assessed the indirect losses at 1% of the UK’s ‘digital economy’, then £100bn or 7.2% of GDP [45] (of which only half was actual online shopping) giving us indirect losses of $1.6bn. Their 2019 report breaks down figures by region;
Figure 2: UK card fraud by category during and since the introduction of EMV (‘chip and PIN’) (Source: UK Payments Administration)

for the USA and Europe, revenue losses are down slightly to 1.5% (of which chargebacks are 0.7%) while rejected orders are down to 3% [22]. These support the same general conclusion: that while payment volumes have about doubled, merchants have also improved their fraud detection technology.

After a bulk card compromise, issuers must decide whether to reissue cards to mitigate fraud and reassure consumers. Graves et al. estimate from public sources that the cost of reissuing cards ranges from $5 to $25, with a point estimate of $10 [33]. Not all cards are reissued following a breach, but the same authors identify (again from public reports) that between 80–95% of cards are reissued. We inspected all reports from the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse [78] that mentioned “card” in the breach description, then manually confirmed whether unencrypted payment card information was exposed.

Because these publicly-sourced data are incomplete, we can estimate a lower bound for the number of compromised cards for 2018 to be 11.2 million. This corresponds to an estimated cost for reissuing cards of $98m. For 2017, 4 million cards were exposed, which would trigger a reissuing cost of $35m. This does not include lost business to card issuers during downtime when the replacement card is shipped. This cost can be substantial if customers switch to an alternative card or payment method in online accounts and never change back after a replacement card is reissued [79, Chapter 6]. As it merely redistributes revenue between services, often in favour of larger players, this effect does not translate directly to welfare losses.
3.2 Online banking fraud

We treated online banking fraud separately from card fraud in 2012, as the modus operandi was different: credentials were typically phished or stolen using malware. The figures were also less reliable, as customers are often blamed for the fraud, even more than is the case with disputed card transactions. The scale can also vary, from bulk phishing using forged bank websites to sophisticated spear-phishing attacks on businesses.

According to the official UK figures, online bank fraud more than doubled, from £51.1m in 2011 to £121.4m in 2017. (In our 2012 paper, we estimated only $24m based on global studies of phishing and malware proceeds; UK banks started collecting data in 2009 but did not combine them into case volumes until 2012.) There’s a separate heading for phone banking fraud, up from £22.2m in 2011 to £28.4m in 2017.

The ECB has European card fraud figures, with its fifth oversight report covering developments from 2012–6 [25]. In 2016, fraud against Euro-area cards was €1.8bn, and as a percentage of transactions was slightly down at 0.041%. Of this, card-not-present was the largest slice at €1.32bn and was the only component that was growing; ATM and POS fraud was falling rapidly. Issuer fraud rates were very skewed across countries, with Denmark over 0.07% and the UK and France almost at that level, while the rates for Greece, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Poland and Latvia were under 0.01% (though in most of these countries they are growing rapidly). The ECB also tells us that fraud rates are strongly correlated with levels of card use. We should therefore be slightly cautious about scaling up UK card fraud rates to Europe as a whole, since the UK has long been the most extensive and mature card-using market in Europe.

The most recent upset has been the rapid growth of authorised push payment (APP) scams, a category not previously reported, which accounted for a further £236m over 43,875 incidents. In an APP scam, a bank account holder is tricked into transferring money to the fraudster, who typically poses as a bank employee and uses some combination of social engineering skills and technical mechanisms. According to UK banks, the difference is that in an APP scam the customer authorised the transaction while in an online banking fraud they did not. The Payment Services Regulator proposes to direct large UK banks to provide a ‘confirmation of payee’ (CoP) service by March 2020.⁵ Thereafter there will be a code of practice urging the banks to accept more liability for APP; it remains to be seen how this will evolve since doubtless the crooks will continue to figure out how bank systems can facilitate misdirection attacks. APP scams target individuals and there is a clear overlap with Email Account Compromise (EAC) which we discuss in Section 3.10 in conjunction with Business Email Compromise (BEC) where fraudsters raid corporate accounts by tricking employees into initiating payments from them.

The latest development in bank fraud is mobile malware. Many banks use SMS for two-factor authentication, but Android apps can listen to any incoming SMS (assuming the user gives consent, which is usually granted without thought). There has been an uptick in frauds based on SMS stealing, but we do not yet have any dependable numbers.

As for the costs of defending against online bank fraud, some are generic – rapid patching, antivirus and so forth – while measures specific to online banking include contractors who take down phishing websites, and vendors of authentication systems. In 2012 we estimated their collective turnover at $500m and added a similar amount for the banks’ internal security development costs getting an estimate of $1000m globally for securing online banking against

⁵When you make your first payment to another account, you’ll enter the payee name as well as the account number and sort code, whereupon you’ll be told whether it matches, almost matches, or doesn’t match at all.
specifically cyber threats; we added a further $2,400m for the costs of securing card payment networks (see Section 3.3 below). Both figures may have been an underestimate, but hard figures are as difficult to get now as they were then. A survey of financial institutions suggested that large publicly quoted firms may spend $50–200m on IT security (which might be double that of non-financial companies of comparable size), while large private firms may spend $20m more [23], so presumably a lot of the expenditure represents compliance costs rather than risk reduction. Given that the UK has six large banks and a number of smaller players, financial information security expenditures may be of the order of a billion, and the risk-reduction component somewhat less than half of this. (The banks also supply many merchant terminals but we consider this in the following section.)

As for indirect costs, we worked from Eurostat figures suggesting that security concerns keep 16% of UK residents from doing online banking to estimate a 2010 cost of £450m, or $700m, shared between consumers and banks, but noted that this was highly uncertain. The Eurostat statistics only go up to 2015, but as online participation has increased, loss of sales due to fear of fraud has presumably fallen. It is not even clear that low uptake is a robust measure of fear, given the wide variation between countries and the rapid increase in card use in low-uptake states. The best figures we have for the chilling effect come from the Belgian victimisation study described in Section 5.3: about 6% of respondents said they limited their online banking activities, and 10% their online shopping, as a security measure.

3.3 In-person payment card fraud

In 2012, we noted that the fall in counterfeit UK transactions since the introduction of EMV had been matched by a growth in fraudulent overseas transactions, which amounted to £93.9m ($147m) by 2010. It seemed sensible to account for ‘online and electronic’ fraud, a category that includes card fraud perpetrated in person. The official UK figures simply give a total for all overseas card fraud, and that has risen to £158.4m in 2017 (down from a peak of £200.2m in 2016), lumping in losses from mag-stripe clones of cards skimmed at UK ATMs and POS terminals along with remote purchase fraud at overseas retailers.

The ECB figures tell a similar story, but with more detail. Almost all counterfeit fraud against European cards is now at terminals outside the EU, while fraud in general is becoming more cross-border within the EU: non-EU transactions are steady at about 22% while within-EU cross-border transactions have grown from 25% to 43% from 2012–6.

We estimated in 2012 that the defence costs of EMV deployment were roughly equal to the $2.4bn total worldwide market for payment terminals, reasoning that although the total cost of deployed systems may be about three times that, most of their cost is about providing functionality rather than security.

The worldwide market now appears to be several times larger, given the US rollout of EMV beginning in 2015, the arrival of contactless NFC payment leading to a surge in fixed terminal replacement, and rapid growth in mobile terminals. Hard figures are difficult to come by, though; most merchants rent terminals from banks and the cost is buried in transaction fees. Some market reports put the worldwide total around $40bn, though this may include equipment such as store checkout lanes. Given that card transaction volumes have doubled, we might go for a conservative figure of $5bn. We suspect that the cost per terminal must be falling because of low-cost offerings from firms like Square and iZettle that cost in the tens of dollars.
3.4 Ransomware and cryptocrime

While ransomware has been around for over a decade, the rise of cryptocurrencies has enabled this particular type of malware to flourish. In the first three quarters of 2012, there was an estimated £1.9m–3.8m lost to ransomware [72]. These payments were made by prepaid money cards such as Paysafecard, Ukash, and Moneypak. After the malware authors adapted to cryptocurrencies, their revenues increased substantially. Research done by Liao et al. on CryptoLocker, a particular Bitcoin-based ransomware program, from a 5 month period 2013 through 2014 showed $300,000-$1,100,000 lost to this malware [56]. Huang et al. found $16m in criminal revenue due to ransomware via cryptocurrencies over a period of 2 years from 2015-2017 [36]. These figures were confirmed in an independent study by Paquet-Clouston et al. [76]. Of course, the direct losses due to ransomware (e.g., lost data and systems, time to recover) may be one to two orders of magnitude higher.

The rise of cryptocurrencies has also enabled a variety of other cryptocurrency-related frauds. By combing through all of the US SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) and CFTC (Commodity Futures Trading Commission) filings involving cryptocurrencies or ICOs (initial coin offerings – how cryptocurrencies are crowdfunded at their start), we found: $7.1m lost to Ponzi schemes and similar ‘investments’; $52m lost to mining scams; $36.3m raised by fake ICO scams; $6m raised by fraudulent cryptocoins; and $5m raised by other fake cryptocurrency services.

These numbers are indubitably low. Vasek and Moore found $7.3m raised just by Ponzi schemes during a one year period in 2013–4 [97]. There have also been popular cryptocurrencies that were later found out to be Ponzi schemes; the Ponzi scheme masquerading as the currency Bitconnect had a market cap of over $2.6 billion before falling to almost nothing in January 2018. However, it’s unclear how much of that loss was borne by consumers (the Wall Street Journal estimated over $1bn). Another scam coin, OneCoin, raised over $90m in fraudulent profits just from Chinese consumers in 2016 [8] and IBCoin raised $8m from Taiwanese consumers in 2018–9 [20].

Pastrana and Suarez-Tangil looked at crypto-mining malware, programs run on victim machines which submit mining results on behalf of the criminals [77]. They found over a million crypto-mining samples had been in use over a 12-year period. They extracted the wallet identifiers and mining pool information and grouped the samples into campaigns. This allowed them to count the number of criminal groups involved and estimate their profits. Their conclusion was that at least 4.32% of the Monero crypto-currency had been mined by criminals, who had made a profit of around $56m over the entire period. The victims here have donated CPU cycles, and hence increased their electricity bills by a small amount as a result.

Cryptocurrencies have led to other crimes too, notably frauds by bitcoin exchanges and underground drug markets against their customers, as well as hacks against these exchanges and markets. Starting with the bankruptcy of Mt. Gox in 2014, where an exchange declared that a lot of its stock of bitcoin had been stolen and there were various allegations of internal malfeasance, there has been a whole series of exchanges and other traders using cryptocurrencies that went bust, often alleging hacks. Exchanges increasingly ‘host’ customers’ bitcoin wallets – which means that the exchange controls the bitcoins rather than the customer, and operates more like a bank than a safe-custody service [6]. This leads to temptation; indeed the practice was pioneered by Mt. Gox prior to its collapse. A report by Chainalysis, a Bitcoin due-diligence firm, concluded that exchanges lost about $1bn to hackers in 2018, with most of the thefts perpetrated by two crime gangs; in addition to this, turnover on darknets where illicit goods such as drugs are bought and sold was $600m, approximately double the value for 2017 [19].

Finally, it is worth noting that the cryptocurrency markets themselves are being manipulated.
Gandal et al. [28] presented evidence that fraudulent bitcoin purchases initiated by the currency exchange Mt. Gox triggered bitcoin’s price rise from $150 to $1,000 in 2013. More recently, Griffin and Shams [34] present evidence that suspiciously timed purchases of the Tether cryptocurrency may have propped up the price of bitcoin. While we cannot precisely quantify the extent to which price manipulations are driving cryptocurrency valuations, it seems reasonable to conclude that a significant portion of the $132 billion cumulative market cap for cryptocurrencies as of February 2019 could be a result of unlawful manipulation.

Putting a monetary estimate on the costs of cryptocrime is perhaps the hardest call in this paper. We’re going to put forward $2bn, to account for the direct losses sustained as a result of exchange hacks and direct crimes against individuals by exchanges and others. If we were trying to increase the total, to argue for regulation, we might try to include market losses since the bubble burst, or at least market losses that result from investors losing confidence following scams, or once regulators cut manipulation. If we were trying to minimise the losses to argue against regulation, we could argue that if someone bought bitcoin for $1,000 and the value shot up to $100,000, whereupon they put the bitcoin in Mt. Gox and it got stolen, then they really only lost $1,000 rather than $100,000. But although some of us argue for greater regulation [6], this paper is not the place for that, and we steer a middle course. We also ignore indirect costs as they are too complex. Perhaps it is even a social good to puncture a bubble, especially one that contributes massively to CO₂ emissions. Again, this paper is not the place for that argument.

3.5 Fraudulent marketing

Fraudulent marketing can be divided into two categories: frauds aimed at advertisers who are selling legitimate goods but whose ad budgets are stolen, and ads (or search engine optimisation) aimed at selling non-existent, dubious or downright criminal products. We will deal with these in order.

**Ad Fraud**

Billions of dollars annually are spent on online advertising, but there’s little authentication to verify that the users are actually viewing the ads that the advertiser is paying for. Because of this, there has been a steep rise in ad fraud corresponding to the rise in the price of Internet advertising. This fraud is usually in the form of an automated browser viewing ads, especially expensive video ads, whereupon the publisher pockets the revenue (‘impression fraud’). There are a number of ways to measure ad fraud, similar to what we have discussed previously: the estimated amounts the criminals raised and the amounts that the advertisers lost by selling ads that were never seen by humans. We will report the second, though it’s estimated that for every dollar that people running ad fraud make, the advertiser spent 2–5 dollars to serve those ads.

There was $36m lost from ad fraud during 2014–2018 via just two different campaigns from a single advertiser [91]. The amount lost to the entire industry was much higher, though harder to quantify directly. The same firms working with the FBI estimated that one of the campaigns cost advertisers approximately $3–5m a day [98]. This same campaign used no botnet-controlled computers, but rather used 850,000 IP addresses, corresponding to 1,900 servers under complete control of the criminals. Using pricing data from the datacenter in Dallas the criminals used, this adds up to around $2m per year in server costs for the criminals.

Ad fraud – including ‘click fraud’, ‘impression fraud’, ‘traffic laundering’ and other sorts of nefarious actions – has been contentious for many years because of the inherent conflict of interest
between advertisers and ad networks, and the difficulty for outsiders of doing any independent assessment of the ground truth. Our guesstimate would be that the losses are in the low billions per year worldwide.

**Unlicensed and patent-infringing pharmaceuticals**

In 2012, unlicensed pharmaceuticals were probably the goods most widely promoted using criminal advertising, accounting for roughly 80% of all spam email in 2010 [85, 57]. In our survey then, we reported that the Rustock botnet sent about a third of the world’s spam, while promoting patent-infringing Viagra; they cost the industry perhaps $300m in spam filtering, yet made about 1–2% of that in revenue [47, 48]. Other analyses looked at higher-margin sales and placed overall pharma revenues in the high tens to low hundreds of millions worldwide [59, 51]. Last time, we allowed the more generous estimate, and put global criminal revenue at $288m. Pharma’s market share now appears much diminished; the patents on Cialis, Levitra and Viagra has recently expired or are about to, and Viagra is available as an over-the-counter medicine at under $1 a pill. Unsolicited bulk email still imposes large costs via anti-spam and content filtering products and services, as well as risks of fraud related to the products now being promoted.

**Coupon and loyalty-program fraud**

With the rise of underground markets, operators have extended their drugs and pharmaceutical offerings with a more diverse set of products including coupons and loyalty program accounts, and this is evidenced by a large volume of offerings in underground markets. This type of crime comes in all sort of flavors such as making multiple copies of a coupon or forging a new discount voucher. Wegberg et al. studied more than 1,293 different coupon-related offerings sold in these markets during 2011 to 2017 with a total revenue of around $753,000 [96]. At the other end of the scale, an industry source estimates that coupon crime costs between $300m and $600m per year in the US alone [87].

Once more, the costs to the affected businesses and the costs to society are much larger than the crime proceeds, but are hard to estimate. A single seller in a single market place offered more than 2,000 $50-value coupons at one cent. If all the fake offered coupons had been used, and had displaced fully-paid sales, businesses would have lost $100,000. If they generated new sales, the loss would have been the marginal cost of production, which would have been much lower, especially for information goods.

Together with coupon crime, loyalty-program fraud is also on the rise [12]. Recent analyses of underground markets showed that travel/hospitality businesses and rewards programs collectively make up 13% of the types of account for sale. Moreover of all US non-card present fraud that occurred in 2016, 4% of attacks were on loyalty and rewards points accounts, but that number jumped to 13% in 2017 [12]. Roughly estimating the equivalent over the total losses reported on account takeover fraud [44], loyalty programs cost around $235m worldwide. Beyond the direct costs to the companies offering such programs, this type of fraud also incurs reputation damage and customer churn. According to a 2017 report by Experian, 26% of customers who fell victim to loyalty program fraud will cancel their rewards membership, 17% will stop doing business with the company and 37% will tell others about their loss and the vulnerability of the loyalty program [64]. So the indirect cost may be non-negligible. In any case, there is some overlap between loyalty-program fraud and our next category, namely travel fraud.
Travel fraud

A major fraud ecosystem to emerge since 2012 is travel fraud, and more specifically the sale of fraudulently obtained airline tickets. These are often sold via spam and search-engine optimisation, although there are reports of links to specific customers such as smugglers and people traffickers [38]. In any case, enforcement is made more complex by the fact that while some of the customers who buy deeply-discounted tickets know that they are illicit, not all do.

Accounting for losses is made harder by the variety of techniques used to obtain them. If they are bought using stolen credit cards, the losses end up in the banking industry, in the card-fraud figures presented above. If they are obtained by crooked staff at travel agencies or the travel departments of major firms, then these companies bear the cost. If they are obtained by manipulating airline reservation systems, or by airline insiders, the airlines carry the cost – which to them is lower, being essentially the tax component (as the operating costs per route are almost fixed). If they involve hacking customers’ air miles, then customers may bear some of the losses while airlines may bear some when they make customers good, plus indirect costs due to brand damage, as mentioned in the section above. All that said, the best current estimate of the takings from airline fraud is $1bn a year [37].

Copyright-infringing software

The for-profit sale of counterfeit software, as with pharmaceuticals, depends on advertising. As the costs of online distribution are negligible, criminals’ costs are email spam, search engine optimisation, and so on. The trend is downwards. In 2004, a survey commissioned by the Business Software Alliance found that 20% of UK respondents had purchased such software. By 2011, a study estimated that three of the top five leading counterfeit software organizations together made only about 37,000 sales per month [48]. If the average software sale was $50, then this reflects an annual turnover of only $22m worldwide for these organizations. Between 2004 and 2011, Microsoft’s Office fell in price from hundreds of dollars to tens, and free software had become ubiquitous, so this was not surprising. Since then we expect that the software piracy business has languished still further, given the move to advertising-supported cloud services, and given that Android has displaced Windows as the world’s dominant operating system.

Copyright-infringing music and video

Much the same applies to copyright-infringing music and video. There were vociferous disputes about music piracy in the early 2000s when Napster was taken down and the early file-sharing systems such as Kazaa proliferated in its place. That peaked about 2008 after which market power started to pass to platform owners such as Apple and Google. By the time of our 2012 paper, the criminal gains made directly by operators of downloading hubs were only in the hundreds of millions; for example, the raids on the Megaupload gang in Auckland, who were claimed to be the world’s largest, led to asset seizures of about $50m [24]. By then, we estimated that they had roughly a third of the market and that the $50m represented a year’s profits, giving a global figure for proceeds of crime of $150m.

This must have fallen substantially since then, as the platforms have consolidated their hold on music distribution. Apple, YouTube, Amazon and Spotify have displaced the music majors, and the subscription or advertising models have largely displaced the model of paying per CD or per track. Meanwhile Netflix has assumed a dominant position in movies, and computer games are even larger in terms of sales; again, subscription models have marginalised infringing downloads.
3.6 Fake antivirus and tech support scams

In our 2012 paper we discussed the fake antivirus products that had recently been studied by Stone Gross et al. [84] who had obtained access to sales databases and determined that three large groups were earning $97m per annum between them. In 2016 Nelms et al. [66], monitored socially-engineered downloads of various types of malicious malware on an academic network – finding that fake antivirus made up less than 1% of the samples. They attributed this low level of incidence to better awareness and to several police actions in 2011 that significantly disrupted the processing of credit card payments made for fake antivirus [50]. The 2018 IC3 Annual Report shows this category reduced to just under three thousand complaints with losses down to $7.1m [39].

The basic scam – being scared into purchasing software that at best does nothing and at worst leaves your computer open to other attacks – has not gone away. It has mutated into so-called ‘tech support’ scams involve telephone calls that purport to be from an ISP or often from Microsoft. The caller explains (mendaciously) that they have detected some sort of problem with the victim’s computer and tries to pressure-sell some software to fix it [62]. The IC3 has published a detailed account of the scam, along with a number of variations [40], and their 2018 Annual Report [39] shows that they received over 14,000 complaints over the year relating to victim losses of $38m, an increase of 161% year on year. The IC3 notes that most of the victims were over 60 years old.

3.7 Compromised email accounts

In 2012 we discussed the ‘stranded traveller’ scam whereby an attacker who had compromised an email account posed as the account owner, explained some predicament in a foreign land and asked to be sent money to get home again. The ubiquity of mobile phones which allow rapid debunking of the story has pretty much put paid to this particular scam, so compromised email accounts are of limited use apart from for sending spam.

At least one enterprising criminal group mined the address books and ‘sent email’ folders of the accounts they had compromised and ever since then they have been sending email spam to the correspondents of those who were compromised long ago, forging the sender to be the compromised account – clearly hoping this will increase the chance of the spam being read.

In 2016 Onaolapo et al. [73] investigated what attackers did with a set of 100 accounts, and found that most uses of their deliberately leaked credentials were benign – they classify the attackers as merely ‘curious’. However, around a quarter of accesses involved searches looking for exploitable emails such as correspondence from banks or bitcoin exchanges.

Since email accounts continue to be compromised at a very significant scale in a variety of different ways it hard to put a monetary value on the damage. However, the case of Yahoo gives some indication. In 2014 around 1 billion accounts were compromised by, the FBI alleges, hackers working for the Russian security services [92] and it was then discovered that in an earlier (so far not understood) attack all of Yahoo’s 3 billion accounts were compromised. A settlement for a class action brought on behalf of 200m US and Israeli users awaits court approval. The proposed settlement will provide two years of credit monitoring and a contribution towards any costs incurred by users if they actually suffered any ‘identity theft’.⁶ The sum of $117.5m is reported to be involved (with a big chuck of that going to the lawyers who have pursued the class action) [14]. The size of such a settlement was a factor in the $4.8 billion sale of Yahoo.

---

⁶The US records a lot of online crime using this term; see Section 5.1 below.
to Verizon, with $350m being knocked off the sale price when the breaches came to light [31]. The discount was in exchange for Verizon taking on half the costs of any future lawsuits. In addition to any civil lawsuits the US Security and Exchange Commission fined Yahoo $35m [94] and various other regulators have imposed fines such as the £250K fine in the UK [90].

3.8 ‘Fake escrow’ and other fake companies

In 2012 we discussed ‘fake escrow’ websites which defraud people attempting to purchase cars, boats and motorcycles by pretending to provide shipment of the vehicle to the purchaser along with an escrow arrangement so that the victim is prepared to pay up front without sight of the merchandise. We provided a rough calculation of losses at $200m per annum.

This type of fraud continues but the data are too patchy to say whether it is increasing or decreasing. In January 2018 the FBI issued a general warning about online vehicle sales, citing 26,967 reports to IC3 over 41 months for a total victim loss of $54m [27]. There are more specific reports as well, for example, the Better Business Bureau (BBB) warned about a gang whose websites were easily grouped together – with the loss per victim being a four figure sum [11].

There are many other scams whose basis is a website describing a non-existent company.

For example, the majority of the websites offering pedigree puppies for sale are believed to be fake, and the victims pay not only for a non-existent puppy but also for its air transportation and then further expenses when the puppy is said to be stranded at an intermediate airport without food or water [9].

There are fake courier companies and fake shipping companies running scams that range from asking for customs fees for non-existent low-value gifts or prizes, to sophisticated scams involving shipment of cargoes of raw materials. Figures for losses are, as ever, hard to find and are very likely to exclude low levels of loss where people write it off to experience.

There are however some figures relating to the use of fake checks – a mechanism used in many scams – with the victim cashing the cheque and then forwarding some part of the proceeds to the criminal before realising that the cheque is fake and will not be honoured. The BBB has set out a very wide range of scams that use fake cheques in an October 2018 advisory, observing that there were 30 thousand reports made to IC3 in 2017, an increase of 12% year on year [10]. The potential for loss is significant – the Postal Inspection Service reports stopping fake checks with a face value of $62 billion from entering the United States in fiscal year 2017 [93]. Crime proceeds may be two orders of magnitude lower, though; the typical scam may involve a victim being recruited for what seems like an affiliate marketing scheme and being asked to remit proceeds, less commission, to head office. We do not have any robust figures but our best guess would be that such scams net in the tens of millions worldwide.

There are also fake banks, fake law firms and fake accountants whose websites exist as window dressing for complex scams involving large sums of money that are being smuggled out of the country, donated to charity, or inherited from a distant relative, as we shall now discuss.

3.9 Advance fee fraud

Advance Fee Fraud (AFF) is sometimes called ‘419 fraud’ after the relevant article of the Nigerian criminal code. It comes in a large number of formats, from the deceased dictator’s family who want to smuggle millions of dollars, to scams where people win millions in lotteries they have never entered. The common feature of all of these frauds is that the victim must pay out a
small amount of money (a tax, a bribe or just a bank account opening fee) in the expectation that this will release the large sum to them. If they pay out once then some other obstacle will arise and they will need to provide another advance fee – in extreme cases until they are personally bankrupt, or if they are re-purposing their employer’s funds, until their own fraud becomes apparent.

There are very strong links historically between AFF and West Africa, particularly Nigeria, going back to the days when it was conducted by letter and then fax. Email has made communications simpler, although the higher-value scams often involve face to face meetings, and occasionally even kidnapping – so at the top end, this is not purely a cybercrime.

In 2012 we observed that data on losses was hard to come by and this has not changed since then. Although large losses occasionally make the news we continue to believe that most of these frauds involve sums under $1,000 and we see no reason to believe that total losses have changed all that much.

The most striking change since 2012 has been the change of focus by many of the West African fraudsters from targeting individuals to targeting businesses in ‘Business Email Compromise’ scams. We discuss this next.

3.10 Business Email Compromise

Business Email Compromise (BEC), also known as “man-in-the-email” or the “CEO scam” is a type of social engineering scam that occurs over email and that has grown rapidly since 2012, when we did not record it separately. When it affects individuals, often in the context of real estate transactions, it may be called Email Account Compromise (EAC). These scams can involve other cyber-criminal activity such as computer intrusions or account takeovers. Most BEC scams involve Nigerian criminal networks based in West Africa, but operating globally, where they secure bank accounts (often in Asia) to receive the victim’s money.

A typical BEC scam starts with a fraudulent email message being sent to a company’s financial manager, comptroller, or someone else with authority to execute wire transfers. The email falsely claims to be from the CEO or other person of authority within the company and instructs the receiver to initiate a wire transfer to a foreign bank account under control of the criminal.

BEC operators use three approaches to deliver the fake email to the victim. In most cases they purchase a domain name that is similar to the victim company domain name and create an account on this domain that matches the CEO’s account. In other cases, they use malware to infect the victim’s computer and send fraudulent emails directly to them. Lastly, they may use a spear-phishing attack to gain direct access to the CEO’s email account.

Higher-value scams involve intercepting genuine invoices and sending replacements to accounts departments, with changes to the banking details so that monies are paid to a bank account controlled by the criminals. Lower-value scams typically involve a member of staff being inveigled into purchasing a few hundred dollars’ worth of gift cards (perhaps under the pretext that the CEO will be distributing them as a staff bonus) and sending the details to the criminal who can then cash them out.

BEC schemes are successful because they prey on the victim’s instinct to respond quickly to a request from a person of authority within their company. They are simple to execute and do not require a great deal of technology, capital or other resources. In spite of the relative ease of carrying out these attacks, their economic impact can be profound. The FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) has been publishing data on BEC/EAC since 2014,\(^7\) and it is obvious

\(^7\)https://www.ic3.gov/media/annualreports.aspx
from their data that this is a significant and growing problem. Here are their totals for frauds
against US businesses and individuals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>year</th>
<th>loss (dollars)</th>
<th>complaints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>226,000,000</td>
<td>2,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>246,226,016</td>
<td>7,837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>360,513,961</td>
<td>12,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>676,151,185</td>
<td>15,690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1,297,803,489</td>
<td>20,373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for the global total, in June 2018 the IC3 estimated the accumulated total worldwide losses
since 2013 to have reached $12.5bn from 78,617 incidents [41]; Trend Micro had estimated them
somewhat lower in 2017 at $9bn [88].

These figures measure gross losses; however, banks are getting better at detecting BEC-related
transactions, and in some cases may stop or revert them. Therefore, the net direct losses are
more likely between 50% and 75% of the gross figures. This should not be confused with banks
compensating victims among their retail customers (see Section 5.6), where the funds are not
recovered and thus the financial loss is just shifted to a different party.

3.11 PABX and other telecoms-related fraud

The Communications Fraud Control Association (CFCA) publishes data on fraud losses associ-
ated with telephony, both fixed and mobile. Their methodology is to survey experts from within
the industry as to what proportion of turnover is lost to fraud, and – with some statistical
adjustments to account for company size – thereby estimate the size of the problem.

In our 2012 paper we had their 2011 results to hand – a headline global telecoms fraud figure of
$40bn. Lots of this fraud was not cyber related (‘subscription fraud’ is just a term for the bill not
being paid) but $4.96bn was ‘PABX fraud’ resulting from criminals reconfiguring a company’s
telephone system (Private Automatic Branch Exchange) to accept incoming calls and relay them
onward. The latest report (for 2017 [21]) estimates the headline figure to be down to $29.2bn,
with a fall of 23.2% from 2016. They attribute a lot of this reduction to structural changes
(VOIP calls are cheaper so failing to pay for them is a lower loss!) but they also suggest that
the cost of dealing with “cybersecurity issues” is rising.

PABX fraud is now down to $3.88bn, split half and half between traditional PABX installations
and VOIP devices. Whereas in 2012 PABX fraud was still associated with the criminals selling
access to allow expats to call home, the calls are now mainly to premium rate numbers both
domestic and international. PABX access is now being exploited more imaginatively and some
enterprising criminals are reprogramming voice recordings to say “Yes, I will accept the charges
for a call to Zaire”. However, just as we observed in 2012 the figure needs some caution since
the CFCA does not set out whether this is the wholesale or retail cost of the calls – defrauded
companies can often renegotiate the actual payment they make to settle their unexpected bill.

A number of other categories of telecoms fraud are cybercrime-related: account takeover (in-
cluding by ‘phishing’) accounts for an estimated $3.1bn worldwide and the CFCA estimates a
worldwide loss of $0.6bn for “denial of service attacks” – though no details are provided as to
how this loss came about.
3.12 Industrial cyber-espionage and extortion

Around the time of our 2012 report, government spokespersons were talking up the risk of espionage and ‘IP theft’, particularly by China. This narrative continues, particularly in the context of the trade war between the USA and China. In 2012, we did not allocate a financial loss to these claims, because of the lack of evidence. While we do not dispute the occurrence of IP infringement, we failed to find any case with quantifiable losses where a drug company could not file a patent because of unauthorised prior disclosure, or any major software copyright infringement cases brought by western tech firms against Chinese competitors. This situation appears to be unchanged.

Our 2012 report also dismissed claims in a Detica report of £2.2bn lost annually to extortion, as the cases reported then (such as against online casinos) had substantially lower losses.

Here, we do have some significant recent losses to report, not just from ransomware but from worms masquerading as ransomware – specifically Wannacry and NotPetya. These both present as ransomware, but there is no mechanism for the authors to selectively decrypt the files of victims who pay up, and so such attacks are best classified as destructive denial-of-service attacks.

Wannacry, which was attributed to North Korea, infected a number of organisations worldwide, ranging from Taiwanese chipmaker TSMC (which cost a three-day outage) to the UK National Health Service, where five hospitals and a number of smaller clinics were affected, costing £94m.

NotPetya, which was attributed to Russia, was used to attack the Ukraine and collateral damage included the Maersk shipping company which was infected via its office there, leading to the replacement of much of its IT which, together with compensation to customers, cost $200m [58].

Large claims have been made for the overall damage caused by these two worms (both of which used stolen NSA exploits) but we might believe a total figure in the range of $1–2bn. For example, the losses to TSMC were initially reported as $255m in the security press but later, in the semiconductor trade press, the cost of the three-day outage was set at a 1% cut in gross margin for the quarter, which amounts to $84m [83]. The NHS figure is from the UK National Audit Office and is thus credible [65].

It is interesting to note that Mondelez’ $100m insurance claim made for damage caused by NotPetya has been disputed by Zurich Insurance, who says it was an act of war [55]. However, that did not mean that the damage claimed for was illusory. The dispute will be decided by the courts. (We discuss cyber insurance as a data source in Section 5 below.)

Most crimes by states are much harder to tie to a clear financial loss. On May 13th 2017, hackers broke into Equifax and helped themselves to the personal information of at least 145.5 million Americans before the intrusion was reported on July 29. Executives sold stock before they notified the public on September 7th; Congress was outraged, and the CEO was fired. Analysts suspect that the beneficiary was a nation-state actor, as no criminal use has been made of any of the stolen data [69].

3.13 Fiscal fraud

In our 2012 report, we noted that both tax fraud and welfare fraud in the UK would count as computer crime under the EU definition from 2013, as almost all tax returns were online and all welfare claims would be from 2013. Much the same holds for many other countries. For developed countries we do have reasonable estimates of the amounts; for example about 0.8%
of welfare claims are bogus, with rates varying from under 0.1% for the state pension to over 4% of means-tested benefits. That adds up to a tad over $1bn. Figures for tax fraud are more slippery but were believed to be about 2% of the tax take, or ten times as much as welfare fraud; we settled on $12bn for the UK alone.

On top of this vast sum is a much smaller sum in third-party tax fraud, such as criminals impersonating citizens by electronically filing fraudulent tax returns. In 2012, we cited IRS estimates from 2010 to the effect that $5.2bn was stolen via around 1.5 million such tax returns [3]. The IRS has suffered significant declines in resourcing and criminal prosecutions since then, but has claimed $9.69bn tax fraud identified [43]. The General Accounting Office also noted that fraudsters used false identities to steal at least $1.68 billion in tax refunds in 2016 [29].

3.14 Other frauds and scams

Many other categories of fraud and scam have been reported in recent years, involving both business-to-business and business-to-customer transactions in just about every kind of economic activity from auctions to travel. Some of these relate simply to non-existent services sold online, an example being accommodation fraud where crooks advertise apartments to let and collect deposits; we estimate the takings from this in the UK to be £5–7m pa. Others involve some more subtle exploitation of technology; for example, travel fraud can involve manipulation of airline booking mechanisms as well as the more straightforward techniques of buying tickets using stolen credit cards or having them bought by corrupt insiders in travel agencies. Others involve abusive competition; companies that sell through Amazon may find their competitors attacking their sites by filing spammy reviews, causing their products to be suspended on suspicion of abusive marketing, and be forced to go through lengthy appeal processes to reinstate their business. We have no figures for the financial costs of abuses of this kind.

Some frauds may net relatively modest amounts of money but do disproportionate emotional damage. According to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), romance scams are on the rise. In 2018, the FTC’s online database of consumer complaints, the Consumer Sentinel, recorded over 20,000 reports of romance scams, which cost victims $143m. That’s up from 8,500 reports in 2015, which amounted to $33m in losses. Last year, the median individual lost roughly $2,600, which according to the FTC, is roughly seven times higher than other types of scams.

Cybercrime researchers, trade associations, credit card issuers and others spend increasing amounts of time investigating a multitude of online scams, while other scams are still ignored as no capable actors are sufficiently motivated to do anything. So rather than diving down into still more detail here, we will return later to consider victimisation studies. These studies assess crime not from crime reports but from surveys of a representative sample of a population who are asked whether they were victims of a crime last year. These surveys give us the closest we have to ground truth, and as we will see, they paint a depressing picture.

3.15 Summarizing the summaries

Having presented a lot of information in this section, we summarise the main categories in the following table, giving representative figures (not always for the same geographical areas) and an indication of what’s changed since 2012.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>crime type</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>changes since 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>§3.1 Online credit card fraud</td>
<td>£731.8m (UK)</td>
<td>reduced percentage of turnover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.2 Online bank fraud</td>
<td>£121.4m (UK)</td>
<td>increased, but more activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.2 Authorised push payments</td>
<td>£236m (UK)</td>
<td>a new category since 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.3 In-person card fraud</td>
<td>£158m</td>
<td>has grown but may have peaked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.4 Ransomware</td>
<td>well over $10m</td>
<td>much increased since 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.4 Cryptocrime</td>
<td>$2bn</td>
<td>was not an issue in 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.5 Ad fraud</td>
<td>low $billions</td>
<td>increased, but no good public data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.5 Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>tens of $millions</td>
<td>reduced since 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.5 Coupon fraud</td>
<td>$300m+ (US)</td>
<td>not discussed in 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.5 Loyalty-program fraud</td>
<td>$235m</td>
<td>new since 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.5 Travel fraud</td>
<td>$1bn</td>
<td>new since 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.5 Counterfeit software</td>
<td>low $millions</td>
<td>decreasing trend of 2012 has continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.5 Copyright theft</td>
<td>low $10 millions</td>
<td>fallen substantially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.6 Fake antivirus</td>
<td>$7.1m (US)</td>
<td>down by 90% since 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.6 Tech support scams</td>
<td>$39m (US)</td>
<td>growing very rapidly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.7 Compromised email</td>
<td></td>
<td>regulatory &amp; legal costs now dominate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.8 Fake companies</td>
<td>tens of $millions</td>
<td>few good figures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.9 Advance fee fraud</td>
<td>low $100 millions</td>
<td>no reliable estimates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.10 Business email compromise</td>
<td>$1.3bn (US)</td>
<td>see APP for related UK figure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.11 Telecoms fraud</td>
<td>$7 billion</td>
<td>markedly down since 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.12 WannaCry / NotPetya</td>
<td>$1–2 billion</td>
<td>one-off events, so may not recur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.13 Fiscal fraud</td>
<td>many $billions</td>
<td>tax fraud, welfare fraud, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§3.14 Romance scams</td>
<td>$143m (US)</td>
<td>more reports than in 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 The Infrastructure Supporting Cybercrime

We now review the infrastructure supporting cybercrime, such as botnets. These are used to enable lots of different crimes, so we estimate their costs separately to avoid double counting.

4.1 Botnets

Cybercriminals continue to use networks of infected computers – so-called botnets – to support their operations. In recent years, the ‘Internet Of Things’ (IoT) has facilitated the spread of new botnets, an example being the Mirai botnet that infects devices such as CCTV cameras and DVRs that have known default passwords. This has lowered the acquisition costs of ‘botnet herders’ who can now build large botnets of IoT devices within days. Moreover, the proliferation of cybercrime markets has opened doors for the inception of new botnet business models, supporting a range of criminal services.

In the beginning, botnets were mostly used to send spam. Today cybercriminals have managed to monetize botnets in multiple ways: they can distribute a range of scams or even ransomware; perform DDoS attacks; mine cryptocurrencies; or be used to cheat advertising networks or social media. The botmasters’ turnover can vary significantly depending on the botnet type and monetization strategy. For instance, while a banking botnet was used to steal more than €36m from 30,000 bank customers during 90 days [46], a DDoS-for-hire botnet only earned its herder some $26,000 per month [15]. In fact, in 2012 our best estimate of the botnet herders’ revenue...
was not large enough to make it into our summary table. However many of the crimes they support, such as spam and click fraud, are of real consequence.

The costs of botnets thus falls not only on Internet intermediaries and their customers but also on society as a whole. Previous works [7, 18] have shown that almost 85% of the botnet infrastructure is located in consumer ISP networks. The remaining machines include the part of the infrastructure that is used to control the bots and are typically placed in hosting centres. However, not all providers suffer the costs of botnets equally. Mimicking the market structure, the concentration of bots across ISPs follows a power-law distribution [7], i.e., two or three ISPs typically account for over half the total infected machines within a country.

In order to fight botnets, medium-sized and large-sized ISPs have set up abuse handling departments. Their costs of these are mainly driven by the salaries and benefits for abuse desk responders plus their technical support staff and managers. On top of staff costs, these departments must bear technology and telecom expenses (computers, software licensing fees, etc.), facilities costs (office space, utilities, insurance, etc.) and training costs too. A recent survey quantified the average cost of a handling a ticket at $15.56 plus $1.60 per minute of handling time [82]. Thus a typical European ISP with about 5 million subscribers that opened 200,000 abuse-related tickets in 2018 will spend over €3m.

To alleviate these costs and make abuse handling affordable to small ISPs, different national and European initiatives have emerged. For example, abuse.io an open source abuse-management system that automatically parses incidents into abuse tickets; sends automatic notifications; and allows abuse desks and end users to reply, close or add notes to the ticket. At the European level, with a total cost of €15.5m, the Advanced Cyber Defence Centre (ACDC) [2] was established in 2013 to provide a complete set of solutions accessible online to mitigate on-going attacks and targeted both to end-users and to network operators. Similarly, an Abuse Information Exchange (a.k.a AbuseHub) [1] was set up in the Netherlands in 2014 to effectively share and use information on botnet infections and other internet abuse by centrally collecting, analyzing and correlating information from various national and international sources. While these initiatives do not cover all types of abuse, they do significantly reduce the costs of handling abuse events by providing automation.

4.2 Botnet mitigation by firms

Botnet mitigation by firms other than service providers (and banks, whose anti-fraud measures we account for above) is hard to nail down, as are figures for the total information security industry. Some reports available in 2012 suggested of the order of $20bn [17], while we now have a Gartner report claiming that the total information security spend worldwide is about $100bn, with half of that going on services [30]. Again, much of this is compliance, including everything from PCI DSS audits to internal controls aimed at providing assurance on governance. Much of the rest would be necessary even if cybercrime were to cease, from identity management to salaries of sysadmins who do things other than security. So how can we measure the risk-reduction components?

In 2012 we estimated the global antivirus business at $3.4bn, scaling from Symantec’s 2011 sales of $6.2bn; these grew to only $6.55bn by 2015, so growth isn’t spectacular. The second-largest firm, Avast reported annual sales of $714m in 2016–7, while Trend Micro had Q4 sales of $375m in 2018. Overall an estimate of $4bn seems reasonable. Anti-virus software isn’t the whole story, of course; firms also get DDoS defence services from Cloudflare. There’s also the global cost of software patching, which we estimated at $1bn in 2012. Then, we were cautious and ascribed a
global figure of $10bn to generic cybercrime defences by companies worldwide. This strikes us as probably still about right.

As for IoT botnets such as Mirai, the appropriate countermeasure is probably a law on patching, such as the new EU directive on sale of goods (2015/0288) which when it comes into force will require firms that sell goods with digital elements to maintain those elements during the lifetime that consumers can reasonably expect. This will impose substantial costs on some firms, but software patching is good practice and needed for product safety and functionality in any case, and we are reluctant to describe compliance with consumer-protection law as a cost of cybercrime. A similar argument applies to the bug bounty programs used to incentivize discovery and reporting [100]. Their costs are smaller than patching, even though their administrative costs tend to be larger than the bounties themselves. (This costs imbalance persists even when part of the administrative effort is outsourced to a platform.)

4.3 Botnet mitigation by consumers

In 2012, we noted two robust and independent estimates that a little over one million British households have had a machine in a botnet at least once per year: one from Microsoft, whose Malicious Software Removal Tool cleaned up around 500,000 bots in the UK in the first half of 2010 [61, 60]; and a comparison by van Eeten of Dutch infection levels to those in the UK and other countries [95], which revealed that in 2010, around 6% of the 19 million UK broadband subscribers had a machine in a botnet at some point during the year. We guesstimated the costs of cleanup at $500 per infected household, or $30 for every household with a broadband connection. We also estimated from the Eurostat 2010 ICT survey that 88% of all households with a broadband subscription use at least one antivirus product. A conservative estimate would put the worth of a single license at $10, ignoring for a moment which actor bears this cost. For the UK, this would put the total cost of antivirus countermeasures at around $170m.

Unfortunately, Eurostat discontinued the relevant series in 2010, which stops us updating the figure. Yet with antivirus functions having been integrated in the Windows operating system since 2012, the need to buy additional products disappeared for almost all consumers. Hence, this component of defense costs might be lower today, as consumers increasingly understand that the security industry’s sales tactics are based on myths. The closest approximation to the Eurostat question in 2010 is a related indicator in the 2014 Eurobarometer Special on cyber security, according to which only 50% of UK residents (and 61% for the EU28 as a whole) say they have installed antivirus software in response to concerns about security issues.

4.4 Other botnet mitigation costs

We noted in 2012 that the US spends about $100m fighting cybercrime at the Federal level (FBI, Secret Service, FTC and NCFTA) and we assumed the same again at state level. The US is by far the major player in cyber enforcement, and seems to do about half the work; so we estimated global law-enforcement expenditures at $400m. For example, we estimated the total UK police cyberbudgets at only $15m a year. The overall picture here seems unfortunately to be little changed.

4.5 Pay-per-install

In our 2012 paper, we cited Caballero et al. showing that 12 of the world’s top 20 malware families used PPI services for distribution [16], and by Wondracek et al. exploring the porn
industry’s contribution to PPI [99]. However the prices per infection ranged from 5¢ per machine in the USA down to fractions of a cent in less developed countries, so even if we assume 100m machines are infected every year and half of these done by PPI firms at an average cost of $50 per thousand, that’s $2.5m – which lay below our reporting threshold. If anything, botnet recruitment seems to have become easier in the seven years since, because of the large numbers of vulnerable connected IoT devices that are trivially recruited, as exemplified by the Mirai botnet.

5 New Perspectives

In our 2012 paper, we scaled UK estimates up to global ones and vice versa using the rule of thumb that Britain’s GDP is about 5% of world GDP, and presented them in a table. We warned that ‘it is entirely misleading to provide totals lest they be quoted out of context, without all the caveats and cautions that we have provided’. Yet journalists happily ignored this and simply added up the columns, proclaiming large headline figures for global cybercrime – which were essentially twenty times our estimate of UK income tax evasion, as this was the largest figure in the table.

The most interesting things we have discovered while preparing this perspective seven years later are what has changed. In section 3 we discussed how some cybercrime has changed (card fraud has doubled, but only because card transactions have; the fraud rate is actually down slightly) and how other cybercrimes have emerged (from travel fraud to ransomware and hacks against bitcoin exchanges) while other cybercrimes have tailed off (such as unlicensed pharmaceuticals).

Since our paper appeared in 2012, we have important new sources of data. There have also been several other studies seeking to replicate, extend or critique our methodology. However, the biggest change since 2015 is the availability of large-scale victimisation studies.

Such studies have been used in criminology for many years, as some crimes (such as rape) are significantly under-reported, and police crime reports do not therefore give an accurate picture. They typically involve asking a representative sample of some tens of thousands of residents whether they suffered a crime in the previous year, with questions on both violent crime and traditional property crimes such as burglary and car theft. Since our last paper, a number of countries have added questions about fraud and scams. The picture that emerges is that online property crime is now about half of the total. In some countries (like Britain) it’s slightly less than half and in others (such as France) it’s slightly more, and there are significant differences in precisely what questions get asked. But the big picture that emerges is that online crime is now half of all property crime.

5.1 The US identity theft studies

The US National Crime Victimization Study (NCVS) focuses on violent crime but has occasional supplements on identity theft, with the most recent covering 2016 [35]. This substantially covers unauthorised debits to credit cards and bank accounts, which were suffered by just over 10% of American residents in 2016, up from 7% at the last survey in 2014. About half were contacted by their institution about suspicious activity, and about half the rest noticed fraudulent charges or missing money. Only about a quarter knew how the compromise occurred. The great majority (88.4%) dealt with their bank and very few (6.8%) with the police. Most were made good; only 12% ended up out of pocket, and only 15% of these made substantial losses ($1,000 or more).
The main other aggravation was hassle; while most victims had the problem put right within a day or less, a minority took weeks to months and many of these suffered distress as a result.

In 2016, Tcherni et al. investigated whether cyberspace was hiding a crime wave [86]. They noted that the traditional property crimes on which the FBI gathers national statistics had been falling since the 1990s, while online card and other fraud had been increasingly organised since about 2004. To what extent might crime be simply moving online? They have an extensive discussion of the methodological problems in getting accurate comparisons; and in the case of large breaches, where millions of credentials are leaked, only a tiny proportion are actually used. In many cases, victims are made whole promptly, thanks to the USA’s robust financial consumer protection laws. However, the NCVS, five-yearly surveys by the National White Collar Crime center, and a private victimisation survey by Javelin, all start to provide reference points – including (in the case of NCVS and Javelin) monetary losses. They conclude that the rate at which US residents are affected by online property crime now outstrips that of traditional property crime. They conclude that “criminologists would be wise to be circumspect before declaring that crime has dropped as radically as traditional measures appear to reflect”.

5.2 The UK data

The British story is similar. In 2005, the UK government brokered a deal between the police and the banks whereby fraud was reported first to the banks, who in turn might report it to the police if they thought this appropriate. The banks also agreed to fund a specialist police unit to investigate card and cheque fraud. The public rationale for this was efficiency; the effect was to manage the fraud statistics downwards. For a decade, reported crime fell; successive police chiefs and Home Secretaries took the credit. Some criminologists complained that crime was just going online, where it wasn’t being counted. Eventually in 2015 the Office of National Statistics included fraud in the UK victimisation study. It became rapidly clear that more than twice as many households were falling victims to scams (that are mostly online) than suffered traditional property crimes such as burglary or car theft.

The most recent (2018) findings give more solid data on the extent to which official bank figures underestimate the problem [71]. For the year ended September 2018, fraud is estimated at 3.5m offences and stable, being about equal in volume to theft; while computer misuse fell by a third to a million, making them about equal to criminal damage; adding in burglary, vehicle offences and shoplifting (at about 400,000 each) leaves online property crime slightly below the traditional variety. However the narrative that crime fell over the past ten years is now acknowledged to have been based on an illusion. The inclusion of fraud and computer offences has increased the total from about 6 million offences to about 11 million, and many of the graphs in the report have a discontinuity. Fraud was also experienced by more adults than any other crime.

5.3 The Belgian victimisation study

A big Belgian study [74, 75] surveyed 1000 people on victimisation in both 2015 and 2017, did two online surveys of Belgian businesses with about 300 responding, and did 160 face-to-face interviews. 16.5% of the population reported reducing or stopping certain activities online as a security measure, including 5.9% for electronic banking, 10.4% for online shopping, and 9% for social network sites. They noted that malware provides the most victims but scams provide the biggest losses. Their fraud figures are higher than many academic studies but below commercial scaremongers. They observed a decrease in the percentage of businesses reporting victimisation of at least one type of cybercrime (from 66.5% in their first survey to 53.6% in the second).
Only a handful reported serious losses; most thought other firms were suffering more damage than was in fact the case.

5.4 The French victimisation study

France has a victimisation survey based on face-to-face interviews with 16,000 households [70]. Fraudulent debits to bank accounts are stable after strong growth since 2010, at 1,219,000 households or over 4% of the total, while there were a further 1,712,000 scams of which 492,000 were other frauds and the rest ranged from entrapment and blackmail to online orders leading to faulty or non-existent goods. By comparison, burglary affects about 2% of households; a further 2% suffer vandalism and another 0.9% a theft that does not involve breaking in (mostly from the garden). Just under 1% suffered car theft, and just over 1% had a bike theft. A further 2% suffered nonviolent personal theft, such as pickpocketing, while just under 1% were mugged. Thus fraud and scams together amount for more offences than the rest of property crime. Fraud is growing strongly, having doubled since 2011 – and the only other property crime that’s growing rapidly is nonviolent personal theft, thanks to smartphones. A third of victims reported the fraud to the police, mostly as a condition of getting reimbursement from their bank. Since June 2016 there has been an online police platform for victims to file such reports. Add to this the fact that of perhaps two million cases of threatening behaviour, 7% were made on social networks and a further 9% by phone.

5.5 The Australian victimisation study

13% of the 9,947 respondents to a 2017 Australian survey reported misuse of their personal data in the previous 12 months [32]; this survey also tried to quantify harm, and found that the victims’ total financial losses were AUD 2.9m – more than double those in the previous year. This suggests losses per head of population in the low hundreds of dollars, rather than in the tens as we reported in 2012.

5.6 The E-CRIME cross-country victimisation study

The victimization study carried out by some of us [80, 81] in the context of the EU-funded research project “Economic Impacts of Cybercrime” (E-CRIME, 2014–2017) tried to implement the lessons learned from our 2012 paper. It covered a list of popular cybercrimes against consumers, asked about lost time and money, differentiating between losses before and after compensation from a third party, e.g., a bank in the case of online banking fraud. The data were collected in the summer of 2015 from six selected EU countries, using a “boosting” technique to increase the number of cybercrime victims in the sample. Another technique to increase the number of victims is to ask for cybercrime experience in the past 5 years (rather than 12 months). If a respondent has been victimized multiple times, the disambiguation method was to collect data for the “most severe” case, which likely is the one respondents remember best. The data is representative (to the extent possible at the current state of the art) for each country by applying inverse probability weighting in order to adjust the over-sampling bias. The higher number of victims (with lower weight) reduces the standard errors of estimates and allows more precise measurements than secondary analyses of the other victimization studies of which we are aware. Budget constraints limited the data collection to six countries and did not allow a second wave.
The results support the common conjecture that loss distributions are skewed to the right, and best modelled with a zero-inflated log-normal distribution: many victims report losing nothing, and only a few lose substantial amounts. Hence medians are significantly lower than means, and we may need more complex estimators to measure the overall impact.

The annual loss per person (not per victim) of crimes related to online shopping in less than \( \$10 \). The figure is about twice as high for the initial loss of the three payment-related crimes studied, but drops to the same range after accounting for reimbursements by banks or other payment service providers. The reimbursement process is associated with a time loss of 8 hours on average. The worst type of crime from a victim’s perspective are scams, which take more time and cost every citizen almost \( \$20 \) per year, as there is no party who either responds to the crime or compensates the victim.

5.7 Development of the cyber insurance market

The market for cyber insurance has matured since 2012, reaching an estimated \$4 billion in premiums in 2018, about double the size of 2015. In theory, cyber insurance could help mitigate risk, not only transfer it. However, there is little evidence of this happening so far. For our purpose, claims data provides some guidance for triangulating the direct costs of cybercrime.

Our best estimate for claim payouts is based on a NetDiligence report from 2015 [67], according to which 83% of the analyzed claims paid out a total of \$75 million. Scaling this up from the 5% of the market that NetDiligence saw, the data suggests that the total payout is in the order of \$1.5 billion or 75% of premiums, leaving a quarter for administrative costs and profits [13]. Note that this extrapolation is crude because it assumes that the self-selected sample is representative, but it is the best we could find. Assuming unchanged profitability, this suggests that \$3 billion of direct costs to businesses are transferred to insurance carriers. These figures are primarily related to data breaches at smaller organizations (< \$2 billion in revenues) located in the US, where the market for cyber insurance is most developed. Some fraction of the cost is already accounted for in crimes discussed in the previous sections. Notably, a third of the total payout was for legal costs, chiefly defense lawyers and settlements, that are not covered by our previous estimates [68].

Cyber insurance develops in a symbiotic relationship with data providers that offer risk assessment to organizations seeking insurance and underwriters, such as SecurityScorecard, Bitsight, and QuadMetrics. Indeed it seems like Bitsight has become the new Standard & Poors.

6 Conclusion

Our 2012 paper concluded as follows:

A final point is that, according to the British Crime Survey, some 2% of respondents reported suffering a traditional acquisitive crime such as burglary or car theft, while more than double that number suffered fraud. The survey did not disambiguate the online and electronic frauds of interest here from the door-to-door and boiler-house variety, but the former probably accounted for most of it. ... If this interpretation is correct, then cybercrime is now the typical volume property crime in the UK, and the case for more vigorous policing is stronger than ever.
We seem to have called that about right. Online property crime may be slightly less than half of total property crime in the latest UK survey by ONS and slightly more than half in France; the criminologists are arguing about the picture in the USA. However the claim by police forces and government officials that crime overall was falling was wrong; physical crime was falling while online crime was rising. The two are not simple substitutes; cause and effect are complex and globalisation plays a role. But it is not appropriate to ignore cybercrime simply because the losses are usually small in financial terms; this is the case for most street robberies and burglaries too. Victimisation can cause real psychological distress [63].

In terms of the amounts stolen by criminals, it is still the case that traditional frauds such as tax and welfare fraud cost each of us as citizens a few hundred pounds/euros/dollars a year, while payment card and online banking fraud cost each of us as citizens a few tens of pounds/euros/dollars a year. It is still the case that cyber-frauds such as fake antivirus net their perpetrators relatively small sums, with common scams pulling in tens of cents/pence per year per head of population, while the indirect and defence costs we pay, in terms of securing our systems, are much larger – in the tens of dollars a year.

What has changed, thanks to the victimisation studies, is our assessment of criminal earnings. In 2012 we wrote

> In total, cyber-crooks’ earnings might amount to a couple of dollars per citizen per year. But the indirect costs and defence costs are very substantial – at least ten times that.

If 6% of us are victims of a scam with an average take of $200 then criminal proceeds are nudging their way into double figures. They may well have been there already in 2012; we just didn’t have the data. The data are still not particularly robust (the Australian victimisation survey would put the losses in three figures rather than two).

Indeed, this study suggests ways in which our victimisation statistics could be improved. Several countries now ask questions about fraud and cybercrime in their general victimisation surveys, but they ask different questions, in different ways, and generally do not help much in assessing the direct or indirect costs of such offences. There has been no European survey since 2014; Eurostat should be doing annual surveys to give us a consistent picture, and such surveys should be extended to the USA, Canada and other major markets. If governments drag their feet, then we should consider academic / NGO surveys to fill the gap.

But even although we’d like to measure online crime better, it is still clear that the move of property crime from physical to online changes where the costs fall. Instead of the victim’s costs exceeding the defence costs and criminal-justice system costs put together, the indirect and defence costs are now dominant. In effect, the cost of crime is being socialised. The law-enforcement community is making some progress, for example by getting better at pursuing crooks across national borders, but much remains to be done.

The core problem is that many cybercriminals operate with near-complete impunity. We concluded in 2012 that while we might perhaps spend less in anticipation of computer crime (on antivirus, firewalls etc.), we should certainly spend an awful lot more on catching and punishing the perpetrators. We see no reason to change this policy advice. We will not get a real handle on cybercrime until we put an end to impunity.
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